# Fujitsu LifeBook U1010

## Features
- Optimal internet connectivity via built-in Wireless LAN, LAN and Bluetooth
- World's Smallest Tablet-convertible UMPC

## Accessories
- Extended Battery
- Port Replicator
- Carrying Case
- VGA/LAN Adapter
- Bundled Software

## Specifications
- **Dimensions**
  - [Details provided]
- **Security**
  - Fingerprint Sensor with vertical scroll functions
  - Keyboard with Glide Point: 56-key, 14mm key pitch, 1.3mm key stroke
  - Camera 0.3 Mega Pixel
- **Communication**
  - Bluetooth
- **Graphics**
  - RealTek ALC262 HD audio codec with built-in digital microphone
- **Weight**
  - Approx. 0.61kg
- **Battery**
  - Up to 3hrs
- **Memory**
  - 40GB
- **Platform**
  - Intel Ultra Mobile platform 2007
- **Memory**
  - 945GU Express Chipset
  - processor A110 (800MHz, 512KB L2 cache, 400MHz FSB)
- **Operating System**
  - Genuine Windows Vista™ Home Premium
  - Genuine Windows Vista™ Business

## Optional Accessories
- Ultra Mobile platform 2007
- 945GU Express Chipset
- processor A110 (800MHz, 512KB L2 cache, 400MHz FSB)
- operating system

## Note:
- All rights to the mentioned trademarks reside with their respective owners. Fujitsu endeavours to ensure that the information and documentation is correct and fairly stated, but does not accept liability for any errors or omissions. The development of the information herein is subject to change without notice. Fujitsu reserves the right to make changes to specifications and product descriptions at any time, without notice. Please refer to the manual for the latest specifications.

## Warranty
- Fujitsu warranty does not cover limitations in technology such as non-conforming pixels. It is natural for all thin-film transistor (TFT) liquid crystal displays (LCD) to show a small number of missing or discolored dots. These are commonly known as non-conforming pixels. This is a technology limitation of TFT LCD and does not represent a defect. Fujitsu warranty does not cover limitations in technology such as non-conforming pixels.

## Contact Information
- **PHILIPPINES:**
  - Tel: (61-2) 9889 3360
  - Fax: (61-2) 9889 3360
- **SINGAPORE:**
  - Tel: (86-21) 3310 0808
  - Fax: (86-21) 3310 0606
- **THAILAND:**
  - Tel: (852) 3101 8133
  - Fax: (852) 3101 0633
- **MALAYSIA:**
  - Tel: (66-2) 263 7888
  - Fax: (66-2) 263 7880
- **INDIA:**
  - Tel: (91-11) 2370 6070
  - Fax: (91-11) 2370 6079
- **AUSTRALIA & PACIFIC:**
  - Tel: (65) 6776 0688
  - Fax: (65) 6776 0788
- **JAPAN:**
  - Tel: (03) 3280 1151
  - Fax: (03) 3280 1162
- **WWW.PC-AP.FUJITSU.COM**

# Fujitsu Technical Support
- FOR CUSTOMERS IN SINGAPORE, MALAYSIA, THAILAND, PHILIPPINES, AND VIETNAM: CALL TOLL FREE 1800 376 6760
- FOR CUSTOMERS IN INDIA: CALL TOLL FREE 1800 200 3000
- FOR CUSTOMERS IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND: CALL TOLL FREE 1800 288 283
- FOR CUSTOMERS IN THE USA: CALL TOLL FREE 1 866 389 4000

# Fujitsu Wireless LAN

- Super AG™ and Super G™ modes deliver up to 108 Mbps raw data rate with typical end user throughput exceeding 60Mbps in a wireless network environment where wirelessly connected equipment are using Atheros Super AG™ or Super G™ enabled chipsets.
- 3. Super AG™ and Super G™ are trademarks of Atheros® Communications. Super AG™ and Super G™ modes deliver up to 108 Mbps raw data rate with typical end user throughput exceeding 60Mbps in a wireless network environment where wirelessly connected equipment are using Atheros Super AG™ or Super G™ enabled chipsets.
- 1. Results obtained from BAPCO MobileMark2002 performed on systems with maximum battery life settings. Actual battery life will vary based on screen brightness, sound volume settings, running applications, connected peripherals, power management settings, battery conditioning, and other customer preferences. Built-in bay device or hard drive usage may also have a significant impact on battery life.

# Fujitsu Security

- Hard Disk Lock requires an access key to retrieve data on the hard disk. This is a Data Confidentiality security feature.
- LifeBook Lock requires a supervisor/user password to bootup the LifeBook when it powers up or resumes last session from suspend/hibernate mode. This is an anti-theft feature with more than 800,000 password combinations using changes in hard disk from time to time. Without the user's profile associated with a document at the point of encryption, Softex OmniPass cannot decrypt the encrypted document.
- Communication Lock is needed to configure Hard Disk Lock.
- Communication Lock requires an access key to retrieve data on the hard disk.
- Fujitsu warranty does not cover limitations in technology such as non-conforming pixels. It is natural for all thin-film transistor (TFT) liquid crystal displays (LCD) to show a small number of missing or discolored dots. These are commonly known as non-conforming pixels. This is a technology limitation of TFT LCD and does not represent a defect. Fujitsu warranty does not cover limitations in technology such as non-conforming pixels.